
Signs By Tomorrow Maintains 
Competitive Edge with an 
EFI VUTEk GS3250lx Pro Printer

Challenge:

“When we started the business in 2002, cut vinyl was the standard. 
We looked beyond that and started our business with a solvent 
inkjet sign printer. We have continued to upgrade, and we have 
never looked back.”

Sam and Marlene Sheppard, 

Co-owners, Signs By Tomorrow Reno

In 2002, Sam and Marlene Sheppard were looking for a new business 
opportunity and decided to relocate from the Southeast to Reno to 
open a Signs By Tomorrow franchise. Against the advice of those who 
recommended the couple start the business doing cut vinyl signs, the 
Sheppards became one of the first businesses on the West Coast to 
install a digital solvent sign printer.
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Since that time, the Sheppards have continued to update their sign-printing 
fleet and grow their business accordingly. For their latest acquisition, the 
Sheppards wanted to boost quality and throughput to support the growing 
demand for high-quality signage in the Reno area. Their center primarily 
serves designers, agencies, casinos and other sign businesses.

Solution: 
In 2008, Signs By Tomorrow replaced two competitive sign printers with 
one EFI™ VUTEk® QS3200 UV inkjet printer. Now, five years later, as 
the economy is beginning to pick up, the Sheppards have upgraded their 
EFI VUTEk QS3200 to a VUTEk GS3250lx Pro LED UV printer with an 
EFI Fiery® proServer digital front end. “We were particularly interested 
in the increased quality and speed offered by the GS series as well as 
its LED curing feature,” Sheppard explains. “This allows us to work with 
lighter-weight materials that benefit from the cooler curing technology. 
In addition, it is blazingly fast to change over from roll-to-roll to flatbed 
and back using a custom-made jig that fits on the rear of the table.”

Customers of Signs By Tomorrow Reno are used to fast turnaround, 
often within hours. Because Reno is a relatively small market,   
customers frequently order very short runs. 

The company produces many backlit signs, according to Sheppard. “We 
were especially excited with the improved throughput we get when 
producing these time-sensitive materials,” he says. “We can produce 
them three times faster than we could on the VUTEk QS3200 and at a 
much higher quality. The LED curing means no more warped boards or 
curled edges, and it also speeds up the finishing process.” Sheppard is 
also able to print directly on 10 mil styrene, which had to be prepared 
using cut vinyl before the firm acquired the VUTEk GS3250lx Pro printer.

Sheppard explains that prior to moving to VUTEk, his franchise’s sign 
printers were too slow to accommodate business growth. “We would 
often be preparing jobs all day and running the printers all night,” he 
says. “We also had to wait for boards to dry. It was like night and day 
going from those printers to the VUTEk QS3200, and I believe that the 
move from the QS3200 to our new GS3250lx Pro was an even bigger 
technology jump.”

Results:
Sheppard is very happy with the service EFI provides for his new 
investments as well. “With all of the short runs we do, we simply can’t 
be down for more than a day, and EFI has been great about making sure 
that doesn’t happen,” he says. “We do have a service contract, and that 

Solution:

“We do a huge volume in 
very short runs with lots of 
changeovers, and we needed 
a solution that could handle 
that type of work.”

—Sam Sheppard 
Co-owner, 

Signs By Tomorrow Reno



gives us priority in the service queue.”

Plus, the company’s Fiery proServer has been a huge improvement over 
the previous digital front end that Signs By Tomorrow had used. “We 
really like the fact that you don’t have to walk over to the machine to 
work with the Fiery; you can do it right from your desktop, and that is a 
great productivity enhancer,” Sheppard says. “I believe we are able to 
RIP files at least four times faster now that we have the Fiery proServer.”

As a result of its new capabilities, Signs By Tomorrow in Reno has 
acquired a number of new customers. “Word gets out quickly when you 
have something new,” Sheppard says. “I also strongly believe in bringing 
prospects to the center so they can see for themselves what we do. 
Because of our fast turnaround times, customers often think we don’t 
have much work. But when they see our busy center, they are amazed 
by the volume of work we have and how fast we can turn things around. 
The site visit is a critical sales enabler.”

In addition to printing on thinner media, the Sheppards are taking 
advantage of the capabilities of the VUTEk GS3250lx Pro to experiment 
with new materials. “We have a project in house right now where we 
are printing with white ink on black leather. This is just one example of 
the joint creativity of our staff and our customers. The sky is the limit as 
we move forward!”

Results:

“We probably change 
substrates at least 50 times 
per day. We need flexibility in 
our printing platform, and the 
VUTEk GS3250lx Pro certainly 
provides that.”

—Sam Sheppard 
Co-owner, 

Signs By Tomorrow Reno
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Beat the competition and profit with EFI’s integrated Fiery®, 
VUTEk®, Jetrion®, EFI Wide Format, Print MIS and Web-to-Print 
solutions. Visit www.efi.com to learn more.

Why EFI? 

EFI™ (www.efi.com) helps businesses worldwide bring their visions  
and goals to life with a scalable, digital product portfolio. Our powerful  
servers, controllers, RIPs, inkjet printers, and precise color and 
imaging solutions help companies increase their brand recognition 
and market reach on signs, buildings, bus wraps, graphic displays 
and more. Our business automation software helps companies work  
faster and more cost-effectively. Our office, enterprise and mobile 
cloud solutions help companies create, access, and communicate 
impactful information that can win them more business.

www.efi.com

